
Homework on sets with atoms

Deadline: 22 January 2017

All (strongly) homogeneous structures mentioned below are implicitly as-
sumed to be infinite countable ones over a finite relational vocabulary. By
’(strongly) homogeneous graphs’ we mean infinite countable (strongly) homo-
geneous structures with one binary irreflexive and symmetric relation.

Exercise 1. Consider the following condition: for every atoms a ‰ b,
every atom automorphism π equals to a finite composition

π “ π1 ˝ . . . ˝ πn,

where every πi is either an a-automorphism or a b-automorphism. Find a
structure of atoms where the condition holds, but n ě 3 is necessary.

Exercise 1*. As above, except that n ě 4.

Exercise 2. Show that languages recognized by deterministic Turing ma-
chines over equality atoms are closed under orbit-finite equivariant inter-
sections. In other words, for an indexed equivariant family of deterministic
Turing machines tMiu, where I is an orbit-finite set, the language
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is recognized by a deterministic Turing machine.

Exercise 3. Consider the set Σ “ Atomsp7q{G over equality atoms, where
G ď S7 is generated by the following two permutations:

p1 2 3q p1 2 3 4 5 6 7q.

Prove that there is a nondeterministic Turing machine over the input
alphabet Σ, such that there is no equivalent deterministic Turing machine.

Exercise 4. A structure of atoms is called transitive when its set of
elements is one equivariant orbit. Prove that every transitive homogeneous
structure of atoms that admits least supports is strongly homogeneous.

Exercise 5. Let K 14 denote the clique K4 with one edge missing. Consider
strongly homogeneous graphs G such that neither G, nor its complement
Gc is a disjoint union of (possibly infinite) cliques. For every such graph
show that either G, or Gc embeds K 14.

Exercise 5˚. Prove the same for homogeneous graphs, instead of strongly
homogeneous ones.
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